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on the lecture
Course / Semester:

Name of lecturer:

Name of tutor/place and time of tutorial
(only one; if tutorials were offered):

Lecture
insufficient  

good  

too much
How do you rate the volume of the course?

excellent
good

sufficient
bad

very bad
How was the didactic presentation of the topic?
How do you rate the lecturer's dedication?
How was you impression of the lecture altogether?

Tutorials (if offered)
Have there been offered any tutorials? Yes No

excellent
good

sufficient
bad

very bad
How do you rate your tutor's didactic skills?
How do you rate your tutor's preparation for the class?
How was the coordination between lecture and class?
How was your impression of the classes altogether?

<2 2-4 4-6 6-8 >8
How much time did you require for an exercise sheet (in
hours; on average)?
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Comments on the lecture and/or classes
What did you like about the lecture?

How could the course be improved?

Notes about your personal studying (anonymous)
Subject & Semester:

Always  

Never
How often do you attend the lectures?
How often do you attend the classes?
If you don't attend the lectures continously: Why?

schedule quality of the lecture outside obligations
personal way of studying
(books, scripts, e.g.)

If you don't attend the classes continously: Why?
schedule quality of the classes outside obligations
personal way of studying
(books,scripts, e.g.)

Do you try to solve the problem sheets (if offered) on your own? completely almost never
How was your mathematical qualification for this lecture? excellent very bad

Thank you for your cooperation!
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